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It is one of three extant anthologies of English Christian poetry produced in England before 1000 CE. It is a collection of four religious poems in Old English based on Biblical materials.

The manuscript edited here as The Caedmon Manuscript is one of three extant anthologies of English Christian poetry produced in England before 1000 CE. It is a collection of four religious poems in Old English based on Biblical materials. They have the editorial names Genesis, Exodus, Daniel and Christ and Satan. This edition consists of an Introduction, Bibliography, Codicological and Paleographical Analysis, an Art-Historical Commentary and an edition of the four poems.

Key selling points

• This will become the standard edition of one of the three extant pre-1000 CE anthologies of early English religious verse.
• The edition contains a comprehensive analysis of the structure of the manuscript and its paleographical features.
• It also has a detailed art-historical commentary on the manuscript’s drawings.
• It is a collection of four religious poems in Old English based on Biblical materials.
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